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       No Names: High School Students Explore Social Justice through Photography 
 
                                                              By   

            Kelly Brooks Herrera 
                      
 

                                     Masters of Arts in Art, Visual Arts  
 
            

 
This study discusses strategies and benefits of issues-based curriculum that 

engage students with conceptual and technical aspects of photography while 

examining problems that face them in a rapidly changing global environment. The 

phrase issues-based refers to a process of student research, the selection of a topic and 

then the creation of artwork focused on visual communication about the topic. The 

primary goal of this type of curriculum is to facilitate students’ understanding of 

contemporary sociocultural and political problems and to develop students’ visual 

literacy skills. In addition, utilizing a curriculum model oriented to social justice 

provides opportunities for both transformative and transferrable teaching and 

learning, preparing students for skills needed in the 21st century. (Leonard 30) 

Students, who, for a variety of reasons, are struggling to achieve the current 

educational standards, benefit from the application of Paulo Freire’s methods of 

instruction. Freire’s methods focus learning on having a human experience rather than 

about raising test scores, which better suits the needs of diverse learners. In a Frieirian 
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classroom, the teacher invites students to “think critically about subject matter, 

doctrines, the learning process itself, and their society” (Leonard 30). 

 Curriculum activities in the projects described in the next sections incorporate 

student research of photography, verbal news sources, and traditional photo practices 

along with varied presentation components. In this way, students may expand upon 

their abilities to make clear, concise statements and to share the research material that 

they have discovered to inform and/or advocate for particular solutions. Through this 

process, students may become agents of positive change in the world. Detailed 

justification, curriculum methodology, students’ visual and written work are 

presented and analyzed in the following sections.  
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        Introduction 

In working with an at-risk youth population for the last eight years at a public 

high school in Southern California, I have observed many challenges that my students 

face daily in their home life and in the community. This school (designated as HS1 in 

this document) is a Title 1 school, with most students receiving a free or reduced 

price lunch, and with many struggling to meet basic high school academic standards. 

This group of low-income and low-achieving students are often marginalized because 

they do not fit neatly into the educational or societal model laid out before them. 

Many students are new arrivals to the country with varied backgrounds in their 

previous educational experiences. They are struggling to adapt to a new culture as 

well as to fill in the gaps in their education.   

Although there are resources available to assist them in the process, the 

pressures placed on them to achieve are immense. Multiple testing measures are 

given each year to mark the progress of all students in academic subjects and in 

listening and speaking skills for English language learners. Ideally educational 

systems are hoping to train students to be competitive in a global economy, learning 

the skills necessary to compete with their peers in a system that favors “market-

oriented skills.” (Giroux, On Critical Pedagogy 9). Students and teachers alike are 

viewed as customers in a “culture of commodification, standardization, and 

conformity,” (Giroux, On Critical Pedagogy 8). However, not all students fit into 

these categories, nor do most adults. Training students to fall in line puts them in 

danger of not being able to think for themselves and of making only those choices 

that will support assimilation into a consumer society. Falling outside of the pre- 
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determined guidelines puts most HS1 students further at-risk of not being able to 

meet the societal expectations a public education is expected to provide. In addition, 

this model leaves out creating critically thinking citizens who may seriously engage 

the negative effects of contemporary anti-humanist global consumer culture.  

Pressures and Challenges in the School Environment 

My response as a photography instructor in this school environment was a 

desire to create a digital photography curriculum that could assist in helping students 

not only to meet the standards dictated by the state of California, but also to develop 

the components that would prevent them from falling victim to the standardized 

system. To stay current in the world it seems we must be tethered to our devices lest 

we miss something of importance. Communication is immediate, and we are given 

the opportunity to respond and reply through the typed word or through means of 

visual communication. Artistic responses and imagery should be thoughtful and 

reflect a defined position or belief on the latest of world events. Our digital world 

allows little opportunity for either. 

The challenges that face the contemporary classroom are immense. I believe 

the teachers’ practice must be guided not only by changing technologies and the 

changing global climate, but also by the frequent influx of new state measures, local 

mandates and school policies all aimed at re-shaping the educational process and the 

implementation of lessons. With each new article published or amendments 

introduced centered on the teaching practice and student performance results, the  
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teacher must quickly convert them into a daily activity while still maintaining a 

balance between the art curriculum, visual communication and world climate topics. 

It is a personal challenge to be able to give time and attention to the latest measures 

being handed down as well as to develop a relevant curriculum that suits the needs of 

the students. 

Students must be viewed as individuals with specific needs and unique stories 

attached to their individual lives. Our students need an education that despite 

measures and mandates, delivers an experience that gives the student personal 

confidence to embrace the challenges that they will face, giving them the realization 

that they have a powerful voice that can be used to create change for the better. 

Student learning at this school has been enabled through grant funding that 

allows for industry-standard equipment and money for field trips. I am conducting 

classes in a newly remodeled studio space with a class set of cameras and computers 

for each student. Having a professional space for my students to work and adequate 

equipment has positively influenced how they conduct themselves within the 

classroom and has instilled them with a sense of pride about their school. They have 

been able to represent their school and program in the community as developing 

citizens, thus beginning to change the decades of negative perceptions surrounding 

HS1. 
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      Methodology  

The methodology used for this culminating project is called action research. 

Action research is defined as a “disciplined inquiry done by a teacher with the intent 

that the research will inform and change his or her classroom practices in the future” 

(Ferrance 1). The focus is on a single issue within the classroom, and the research is 

performed within the teacher’s environment and carried out with students the teacher 

works with (Ferrance 1). 

I taught the main part of the curriculum in a 10th grade Photography 1 class. 

Most of the students will be enrolled in the magnet program that focuses on 

communication, arts and media. Data collection will be triangulated within one 

section of Photography 1, consisting of approximately 35 students. A similar version 

of the project will be re-taught to approximately 38 Photography 2 students and the 

results of the two different skill levels will be compared. I also included the results 

from curriculum projects taught in Photography 1 during the 2015-2016 school year. 

The demographics remain fairly consistent from 2015 with slight increases in 

language learners as the years progress. 

School Demographics 

HS1 serves a population of 1,434 students according to the Los Angeles 

Unified School District 2015-2016 annual report card, with 82% of those students 

being socioeconomically disadvantaged, fifty-four percent are English Learners and 

63% have disabilities. Information will be gathered through action research with my 

own classroom practice. Data will be gathered through classroom photos, student 

written reflections, completed projects and classwork samples. 
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Personal Practice: Influences from the Field 

As I began gathering my supporting research for the project, I looked heavily 

at Henry Giroux’s books On Critical Pedagogy, Education and the Crisis of Public 

Values, and Youth in a Suspect Society. These contain his central comments on the 

public school model. Giroux believes that it is not enough to train teachers and 

students to memorize and recall information. If we are to avoid preparing students to 

be robotic, we must train teachers and students to use critical thinking. His rebellious 

ideas could be adapted towards the art as activism approach that I employ in the 

classroom. 

Marit Dewhurst takes the social justice model and develops how to construct 

and to analyze the teaching of it in an article titled “Where is the Action? Three 

Lenses to Analyze Social Justice Art Education.” She lays out how to take the 

students through the steps, and she discusses through interviews with young artists 

using this model, how they were impacted by the process. She asks them to explain 

how they were changed as part of the creation process and what the result would be 

on their lives going forward. What I took away from the article was that having a 

venue to showcase or discuss the work in some way was most beneficial in prompting 

that change that a teacher would hope for with one of these units. Also, the rigor of 

the artistic process helped to bring about transformation in the students she worked 

with- another core principle for success.  

 I applied the research I did on Henry Giroux to my curriculum design and 

classroom practice. Giroux stresses again and again the need stay away from 

memorization in the classroom, but instead to focus on what it means to actually 
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know something, using critical thinking instead. One of the ways to insure that 

students actually know something is to engage them in social justice models of 

learning that require them to be an active part of the art and learning process. Merit 

Dewhurst writes about three possible lenses through which we can analyze social 

justice teaching. She explains that when instructing the students, projects should be 

rooted in experience; they must involve a process of reflection and action and seek to 

dismantle systems of inequality to arrive at a more humane society (Dewhurst 4). 

Taking a class through such steps would insure that they actually know what they are 

learning, as Giroux says, and also that they are transformed in the process. Creating a 

curriculum that is focused on critical thinking that allows students to go through steps 

similar to Dewhurst’s will result in the engaged citizens we need.  

In educational settings, the phrase “critical thinking: is often over-used and its 

application often vague. For my purposes, I will define critical thinking as the act of 

stirring up student minds as a way to get them motivated in thinking about concerns 

greater than themselves. What follows is a reflection on how they could individually 

attempt to contribute to a solution. Critical thought needs to contain a spirit of 

activism and rebellion with a general concern for humanity. The critical thinking 

practice exercised within the photography curriculum can then be carried over into 

daily life. Photo projects require students to think about the formation of their own 

opinions and judgments, and how to express and support their views through art as 

the forum for practice.  

Projects focused on research, technique, asset building and the execution of 

the concept. Dewhurst writes, “This suggests social justice action might be found not 
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only in the final impact but also in how it alters the creator along the way” (Dewhurst 

21). Thus, students are impacted through the process as well by the end result. 

Students began by identifying the problems they see in their world and 

interpreting their concerns through a visual image. Students will become visually 

literate in order to communicate through images, and this in turn will effectively 

prepare them to join the workforce or a college setting. To equip them with skills that 

a 21st century citizen needs to be successful in new settings, means that they must 

actively participate in collaborative, hands-on projects that mimic a professional 

photography environment. This gives students skills that teach them to communicate 

with a creative team and to adapt to situations that may require them to change 

direction during the course of a project. To adapt fluidly to change and to discuss 

openly pitfalls of a project with others is a situation that any person will encounter 

regardless of the college or career path taken.  

As a result of the quick changes in technology a great many of the jobs our 

students will hold have not been invented yet. Education program lead consultant for 

Adobe software, Tacy Trowbridge writes in her article “Preparing Students for a 

Rapidly Changing World,” that both students and their employers “want creative 

problem solving, current communication skills, and technical competence,” from their 

employees if they are to meet the challenge of the newly invented positions that they 

will hold (Trowbridge 1). In further support of the skills most wanted, is an article 

from Forbes magazine by Susan Adams titled “The Top 10 Skills Employers Most 

Want In 20-Something Employees.” Adams reports that employers want to see that 

their employees can effectively work with a team, followed by their ability to “make 
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decisions and solve problems” (Adams 1).  Incorporating the team building, 

technology tasks and communication practices that comes with a photography art 

project will give our students applied practice in multiple situations. It will assuredly 

assist them in their preparation for their college or career plans despite not knowing 

the specific jobs that may be awaiting them. Alongside my students, I am also 

learning how to move fluidly and modify my teaching methodology in a quickly 

changing world, as I become a relevant educator that my students need.  

Achieving critical thought within the classroom becomes a constant reflection 

process both on the teacher’s part and the students’. As new concerns arise within the 

educational system, and as students become affected by the changes of the 

contemporary world, the curriculum must remain dynamic and flexible to continue to 

address the critical. Communication with my students assisted me in the process of 

understanding and modifying my teaching methods and my lesson plans. 

In working with school populations where more than 82% of the students are 

classified as economically disadvantaged, it becomes especially important that 

students are taught to take ownership and accountability for the world around them. 

Teachers should guide their students through the process of learning to think and act 

critically, with the school providing a structure where it is safe to test out new 

patterns of thought and test the boundaries of ideas. It is in the classroom where 

students are executing ideas that can be reflected upon and modified and brought out 

into society to prompt further change.  

As John Dewey writes, teachers can prepare students by delivering instruction 

through a “pattern of organization,” with the teacher as the agent to communicate 
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skills and rules required for success (Dewey 18). He continues on, “Every experience 

is a moving force. Its value can be judged only on the ground of what it moves 

towards and into” (Dewey 38). Here is where the art educator can exercise freedom, 

directing and shaping students as they begin to develop opinions and ideas that 

address the issues that will encompass them. Although written years apart, John 

Dewey and Henry Giroux are linked in the ways education needs to focus on the 

future and a “changing world,” rather than just “present life” (Dewey 19-20).  

Giroux writes about the current state of education, often expressing concern 

with the school’s focus on rote learning, memorization and high-stakes testing. 

Although the introduction of Common Core Standards in California and in most other 

states that have begun to make a push away from standardized teaching/learning 

methods, the goal still remains the same. Educational systems are looking for students 

to be trained to become competitive in a global economy, learning the skills necessary 

to compete with their peers in a system that favors “market-oriented skills.” (Giroux, 

On Critical Pedagogy 9). Students and teachers alike are viewed as customers in a 

“culture of commodification, standardization, and conformity” (Giroux, On Critical 

Pedagogy 8). 

Giroux does not just inform us of the problems he sees with the current state 

of education, but he also instructs us how to go about being part of the change that 

allows our students to attain competencies as productive members of society capable 

of handling and initiating the changes required of them. Giroux believes that teachers 

should instruct through the use of “critical pedagogy.” In an interview from the news 

website truthout.org, he asks us to think of critical pedagogy as “both a way of 
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understanding education as well as a way of highlighting the performative nature of 

agency as an act of participating in shaping the world in which we live”(Tristan 1). 

He goes on to explain that ethically,   

…critical pedagogy stresses the importance of understanding what actually 

happens in classrooms and other educational settings by raising questions 

regarding what knowledge is of the most worth, in what direction should one 

desire, and what it means to know something. Most importantly, it takes 

seriously what it means to understand the relationship between how we learn 

and how we act as individual and social agents; that is, it is concerned with 

teaching students how not only to think, but to come to grips with a sense of 

individual and social responsibility, and what it means to be responsible for 

one’s actions as part of a broader attempt to be an engaged citizen who can 

expand and deepen the possibilities of democratic public life (Tristan 2).  

The photography classroom is a venue where students can be taught to apply 

what they are learning through critical thinking to “deepen the possibilities of 

democratic public life,” (Tristan 2) that Giroux writes about. By teaching a 

curriculum that is rich in critical thinking activities, students learn how to “actively 

transform knowledge rather than consume it,” (Giroux, On Critical Pedagogy 6); this 

builds skills that reach beyond the classroom. In review of the National Art 

Standards, both Common Core principles and critical thinking are addressed. 

Referencing the standards when designing projects for the classroom will hit the 

necessary marks to assist in the transformation of knowledge instead of just the 

consumption of it. 
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What would it mean for a student to take the materials presented in class and 

apply them towards a product that demonstrates an understanding of the standards? 

This would mean that teachers would need to focus on critical thinking to encourage 

students to question and examine the world around them, providing many 

opportunities for them to recognize the problems surrounding them. They would not 

only recognize these problems, but also come up how to solve the problems. This 

echoes Merit Dewhurst believing that social justice teaching must first start with what 

the students know and are exposed to. She says, “ a transformed learner develops the 

skills to critically reflect on her own life and examine how her life connects with 

others’ lives” (Dewhurst 18). 

Giroux calls upon the public school teacher to create “citizen scholars,” 

(Giroux, Youth in a Suspect Society 6) in hopes that we educators can teach students 

to take “critical positions, relate their work to larger social issues, offering multiple 

forms of literacies.” (Giroux, Youth in a Suspect Society 7). I am working with a 

population that is at greatest risk for “exploitation for class inequality and racial 

injustice,”(Giroux, Youth in a Suspect Society 29) with brown youth being one of the 

groups at greatest risk. As mentioned earlier in LAUSD statistics from the 2015-2016 

school year, this is the population I have opportunity to reach. They are a group that 

would be considered “at risk,” by society struggling to build the skills necessary to 

graduate high school, join the work force, or participate in higher education. This is 

the student that would benefit the most from becoming a “transformed learner” 

(Dewhurst 18). 
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Considering what Giroux mentions about teaching “multiple forms of 

literacy,” and including “critical pedagogy” as a method of practice, I designed a 

curriculum that accounts for these and other factors related to creating the type of 

citizen the world will need to motivate change. To build my curriculum, I began 

integrating ideas from Giroux, Dewhurst and Dewey into an actual project, that 

focused on the transformative aspect. 
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                                                 Project Descriptions 

 In 2015, I began developing projects that I would teach as part of my thesis 

study. With each project assigned, I amended and corrected the methodology, in 

leading my students and me to where we are now. Recognizing that part of a social 

justice framework evolves and modifies itself as new topics present themselves, I 

transitioned from the Litterati Trash and recycling project, to the NPR program, 

“Seen and Heard: Teens Document Civil Life in L.A.,” and finally to “No Names: 

High School Students Explore Social Justice through Photography,” focusing on the 

DACA program.  

Each project met my developed criteria of research, technique, execution of 

the concept and skill development for the work force or higher education. However, 

as I learned and became more adept and confident, new-world issues came into focus 

that met current societal concerns. The descriptions that follow will briefly explain 

the early projects and culminate with “No Names: High School Students Explore 

Social Justice Through Photography.” 

Project 1: Litterati 

Litterati was my first project in the area of issue-based curriculum units, 

focusing on social issues that the students could relate to. The project became a 

precursor to what I would continue to study and build upon for the rest of this 

research. I began with an introduction to the topic through the website 

www.literatti.org which began as a movement in San Francisco to clean up trash in 

the local community and encourage recycling, which has since gone global. The 

process involves citizens photographing trash, disposing of the item, uploading it to 
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the site through an application, using tags to categorize the type of litter and the 

company who produced the item. Then the user could upload the photos so that the 

data can be tracked in the Digital Landfill database. The company uses the 

information to reduce the amount of litter by adding more recycling or trashcans in a 

particular area or by changing the type of materials used in the packaging to be more 

environmentally friendly.  

At the time I began teaching a project based on Litterati, trash was a huge 

problem at HS1. Students would discard trash across the campus and would not 

recycle items due to a lack of recycling cans. I used the Litterati project as a way for 

students to practice researching the effect of trash on the environment and applying 

photographic technique using camera angle and depth of field to take their own 

images of trash found on campus.  

I used class discussions, the documentary film, “Garbage: The Revolution 

Starts at Home,” the book Garbology: Our Dirty Love Affair with Trash by Edward 

Humes, clips on trash and the study of several articles on the Pacific Trash Vortex to 

build background knowledge for the class. Students kept records of trash patterns 

they noticed on campus and included their own habits with trash and recycling. They 

noticed instead of simply disposing of trash and left over food into the can nearby, it 

was tossed on the ground instead. Areas surrounding the outdoor cafeteria and in 

front of the main office buildings were the greatest concerns, so much so that 

administration had to rope off such areas and deny student access to them because of 

the mess that was being left behind after every eating period.  
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We used our research to help us find the areas on campus that were the most 

littered, and we began to take our photos there. I instructed students about camera 

settings, depth of field and camera angle as the tools to apply to their own work. They 

were to use the techniques to create images that made the trash look as a work of art, 

mysterious and strange. Once it was photographed, the trash was to be thrown away 

or recycled. 

 In the article “New School Art Styles: The Project of Art Education,” from 

2013, Tom Anderson and Melody Milbrandt offer ways to authentically engage 

students in art curriculum (Gude 3). They suggest that to do this, use a discipline-

centered inquiry, construct knowledge rather than passively accept it and create 

“teaching and learning that make connections beyond school” (Gude 3). Students are 

able to explore the topic both independently and with their peers with self-

examination of how their actions directly affect the community and the planet, 

making the learning more pertinent to them. 
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 Figure 1. Project 1:Litterati Student Work Example (Photo 1), 2015. 

 

Figure 2. Project 1: Litterati Student Work Example (Photo 1), 2015. 
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Figure 3. Project 1: Litterati Student Work Example (Photo 1), 2015. 

 

 

Figure 4. Project 1: Litterati Student Work Example (Photo 1), 2015. 
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Successes 

The project was successful in some ways, like teaching the students to 

research a topic before creating art about it and also teaching technical skills. Students 

demonstrated that they could use the camera in creating interesting images that were 

both compelling and artistic, less successful in other areas.  

Challenges 

The project lacked the connection I was hoping for and did not have a true 

transformative effect on the students. It might have opened their eyes and made them 

re-think littering themselves, but the impact did not extend beyond that. It did not 

reach beyond the campus either and did not provide a forum to share out the work or 

the learning with anyone else outside of the classroom. However, Litterati furthered 

my interest in pursuing projects that offered more intensity and extended the learning 

beyond the classroom community.  

Project 2: “Seen and Heard: Teens Document Civic Life in L.A.”  

In the summer of 2015, I applied for the artist in residency program through 

the Skirball Cultural Center. My beginning photo classroom was chosen to work with 

George Lavender as our resident artist. Lavender is a radio producer and journalist for 

NPR who, like myself, focuses his stories on issues surrounding social justice. He did 

team teaching with me for 10 weeks as we worked together to create edited radio-

style pieces with photographs to accompany an audio guided by the theme “Seen and 

Heard: Teens Document Civic Life in L.A.” Students would edit their audio piece 

into a final presentation to be held at the Skirball Center in December 2015 before 

their peers, families and community members. Lavender and I worked to structure the 
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unit into multiple activities that would introduce the main concepts of 

recording/editing and composition/camera operation.   

 

    

Figure 5. Project 2: Student Editing Audio (Photo 1), 2015. Photo by author. 

 

Figure 6. Project 2: PowerPoint Title Card from Skirball Presentation, (Photo 1), 2015.  
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Figure 7. Project 2: PowerPoint Slide Title Card from Skirball Presentation, (Photo 1), 2015.  

 

  

  Figure 8. Project 2: PowerPoint Slide Title Card from Skirball Presentation, (Photo 1), 2015. 
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Figure 9. Project 2: Student Final Project Statements, (Photo 1), 2015. 
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Figure 10. Project 2: Student Reflection on the Process, (Photo 1), 2015. 
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Figure 11. Project 2: Peer Evaluation Grading Rubric, (Photo 1), 2015. 

 

Successes 

Working with a professional in the field was extremely valuable for the 

students as well as for me. We learned how to conduct interviews, record and edit 

pieces and reduce background noise. The technique portion of the project ranked 

high. Being able to share knowledge during the student presentation part of the 

project was also successful. Students participated in a question and answer segment 

after their pieces were screened at the Skirball, and as they answered questions about 

their process and their belief in the topics they chose, it was evident that through this 
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experience they had become engaged learners. The students were proud of their work, 

and the confidence they had gained through this learning experience was evident in 

how they carried themselves. Having a forum to disseminate the results beyond the 

classroom or school community was a critical component in student learning and the 

success of a social justice model of teaching.  

Challenges 

Although students chose their own topics, there was not enough time to 

conduct research in the way I had done with Litterati. Students were concerned about 

topics like poor school food, incarceration of teenagers, levels of respect shown to 

students from teachers and the daily life in an English-learner classroom, but some of 

their finished pieces lacked the research and facts required to make a powerful 

statement. Time was a restriction as we did not have the class sessions to properly 

research nor work on photographic techniques that would have lead to more 

substantiated results.  

Project 3: No Names: High School Students Explore Social Justice through 

Photography 

To bring together the successful research aspects and technique elements of 

Litterati and the community interaction and professional skill building of the NPR 

project, I began in the design of the No Names project. The political climate has 

changed from when I began in 2015 and although the same issues we are facing today 

were always present, they have been split open and brought to the forefront. I was 

seeking a project that would include the highlights of the past work previously 

mentioned and also a forum for students to address one of the topics in current news. 
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Selecting a topic that would resonate with my particular student population was 

important. I looked at the recent DACA decision and the impact it would have on my 

students and their families, knowing that we have “dreamers,” in our classrooms.  

The unit of study titled “No Names: High School Students Explore Social 

Justice through Photography” will focus on immigration and the influence it has on 

the students and those connected to them. I selected my Photo 1 students to start the 

project in early Fall 2017. Students created a triptych that captured their chosen 

subject anonymously, using three different camera angles. The first image is of the 

subject from behind, showing just the head and shoulders down to the waistline. For 

the second, the photographer asked the subject to collect a few small items that they 

would take if they had to escape in a hurry for fear of being deported. The final third 

of the triptych focused on the subject from the knee down to their shoes. Combined, 

the images gave a sense of the person and a glimpse into their lives and struggles 

related to immigration but without revealing their identity.  

Students began first researching current articles on issues related to 

immigration. I read aloud to the class from an article from youthradio.org titled “I 

Just Got DACA and Now Trump is Canceling it” that provided an account from a 

high school student who had just received his DACA status in June prior to the 2016 

presidential election. I used the student’s account to introduce the topic, and we had a 

class discussion on what the effects of canceling the DACA program would be on 

many students in the United States, more specifically in Los Angeles. I introduced 

key vocabulary terms like Sanctuary City and what the DACA (Deferred Action for 

Childhood Arrivals,) letters stand for. We moved on to reading two more articles.  
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Article one,  “Amid Trump’s Immigration Crack Down, Students Worry 

About Their Future,” gave another student’s account of applying for DACA and the 

hope for a positive outcome. The second, titled “ DACA Announcement Prompts 

Sharp Rebuke from President Obama,” provided a breakdown of what the decision 

actually meant.  

Students identified the main points and key facts of the articles to inform their 

practice, using an AVID reading strategy worksheet “30 Second Expert” towards the 

beginning of the lesson. They worked with a partner and took turns explaining what 

they already knew about the topic before beginning and what they had learned after 

the reading and discussions were complete. The worksheet first asked the students to 

write down what they knew about the topic. Student A wrote, “ Some people are 

extremely xenophobic and don’t want foreigners coming into their country.” Student 

B wrote, “It takes away opportunities for young people,” and if the DACA decision 

were to be reversed it “separates families.” Student C thought that DACA “has to do 

with the fluctuating push and pull of the economy,” and included that there are “racial 

undertones and typically is a huge cause for controversy” when discussing DACA.  

Next, the students explained to their partner what they knew about the topic. 

The partner filled out the second column on the work sheet with the new information 

they had learned from listening and then they switched roles. Student C learned from 

her partner that the “process is expensive,” and that “some people feel that 

immigrants ruin the ‘purity’ of the country.” Student A wrote that she learned that, 

“Some immigrants need to escape their country by immigrating to a safer one.” The 

activity was a beneficial way to gauge what the class already knew about the topic 
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and provide an opportunity to do some peer partnering to encourage class discussion 

and practice speaking and listening skills. We continued class discussions throughout 

the project and read current news reports regarding the most recent immigration 

changes.  

In the days following the introduction of the topic, we examined the work of 

photographers Diane Arbus, Albert Watson, and Richard Avedon to encourage 

personal style, and approach technical execution in their photography. We looked at 

painter Salomon Huerta and studied his portraits with the subjects’ back turned 

towards the viewer. Students considered depth of field, subject-to-background unity 

and lighting techniques to achieve mood and emotion in their photographs. We 

covered capturing emotion in an image through body posture, gesture and pose even 

when the images are not of faces. Each technique was broken down into a mini 

activity to allow for guided practice time to experiment with the skill. We started with 

the head and shoulder images, then the hands grasping the objects. Before shooting 

we discussed why certain objects might have meaning or be necessary. They 

questioned what they would grab themselves if they had to leave the country in a 

hurry, not knowing when or if they would be able to return home.  

The images demonstrated depth of field with the use of 50 mm lenses and the 

aperture priority settings on the camera. As a whole, the class realized a basic 

understanding of F-stops, and I was able to give the students feedback and corrections 

as they were working. Students applied corrections and were excited to share their 

improved images. The final practice images were of the feet from the knees down. 

We discussed camera angle and how to shoot at eye level with the camera pointed 
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directly on the shoes of the subject.  This was the most difficult to achieve. Angles 

were in every direction, and the close attention they had given to the background in 

previous images was no longer a consideration. Verbal feedback was given during the 

class session, and there were some improvements, but still re-shoots were needed. We 

concluded the mini sessions and were ready to move on to the “Art of the Interview” 

portion of the lesson.  

During the official photo session with a model of their choice, students 

recreated what they did in the practice sessions and conducted a brief interview with 

their subjects as they ask them to share their thoughts on immigration. I gave a class 

lecture on how to interview and get answers that were meaningful. Students took 

notes on the techniques, like planning the question in advance, making the subject 

feel comfortable and knowing when to ask a follow-up question on the spot when the 

subject begins to talk about a topic you would like to hear in more detail. The 

students received training on how to use small voice recorders to gather the 

information, and later transcribed what the subject said to be used a part of the final 

project. Students observed a mock interview I conducted in class, then practiced 

creating and conducting their own interviews with a partner.  

With all of the practice sessions and mini activities complete, students then 

had the option to shoot their formal triptych images in class or at home. Cameras, 

lenses and recorders were made available for checkout over a long weekend. 

Photoshop instruction was introduced that gave students tools to improve their 

final images. The project concluded with a class presentations and a display of the 

work. Students performed a critique and a peer evaluation as well as completed a 
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written reflection on their finished work. Outstanding pieces were printed out in a 

large format and displayed within the school community.  

 

Figure 12. Project 3, Part 1: AVID Reading Strategy Worksheets, (Photo 1), 2017. 
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Figure 13. Project 3, Part 1: AVID Reading Strategy Worksheets, (Photo 1), 2017. 

 

Figure 14. Project 3,Part 1:Students completing AVID Reading Strategy Worksheet, (Photo 1,) 2017. 
Photo by author. 
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Figure 15. Project 3, Part 1: Depth of Field Practice Notes, (Photo 1), 2017.                                  

 

Figure 16. Project 3, Part 1: Brain-Storming Objects and Poses (Photo 1), 2017. 
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Figure 17. Project 3,Part 1: Logging Depth of Field Notes, (Photo 1), 2017. Photo by author.          

          

  

Figure 18. Project 3, Part 1: Lighting Angles Practice Screen Capture from Schoology (Photo 1), 2017. 
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Figure 19. Project 3, Part 1: Students Practicing Lighting (Photo 1), 2017. Photo by author.                                             

  

Figure 20. Project 3, Part 1: 50mm Lenses Used in Class (Photo 1), 2017. Photo by author. 
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Figure 21. Project 3, Part 1: Contact Sheets with Teacher Feedback (Photo 1), 2017.        
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          Figure 22. Project 3, Part 1: Contact Sheets with Teacher Feedback (Photo 1), 2017. 
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Figure 23. Project 3, Part 1: Contact Sheets with Teacher Feedback (Photo 1), 2017. 
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        Figure 24. Project 3, Part 1: Contact Sheets with Teacher Feedback (Photo 1), 2017. 
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Figure 25. Project 3, Part 1: Triptych Student Images (Photo 1), 2017.  
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Figure 26. Project 3, Part 1: Triptych Student Images (Photo 1), 2017.  
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Figure 27. Project 3, Part 1: Successful Single Images (Photo 1), 2017.  
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Figure 28. Project 3, Part 1: Successful Single Images (Photo 1), 2017.  

 

Figure 29. Project 3, Part 1: Successful Single Images (Photo 1), 2017.  
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Figure 30. Project 3, Part 1: Successful Single Images (Photo 1), 2017.  

 

 

Figure 31. Project 3, Part 1: Successful Single Images (Photo 1), 2017.  
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Figure 32. Project 3, Part 1: Student Recording (Photo 1), 2017. Photos by author. 
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Successes 

 Bringing in different points of view on DACA and including personal 

accounts involved and engaged the students from the beginning. They demonstrated 

sympathy and empathy when listening to the stories of DACA recipients. Having a 

personal story to start the unit made a difference and kept them engaged in the rest of 

the lessons in the unit. Having the students research by reading two articles on the 

topic proved to be as successful as it had been with past projects like Litterati. 

Students were able to articulate what they learned in writing using an AVID reading 

strategies worksheet. Providing additional supports in reading and writing across the 

curriculum using AVID strategies has been a focus at HS1, and training has been 

provided on how to implement them in any classroom. Using the worksheets gave me 

an immediate idea on what the students understood and what needed clarification. It 

also gave them time to discuss with a partner and summarize what they were hearing, 

which meets our district English-Learner goals of speaking and listening. 

 Technically, having the mini lessons on depth of field was helpful to the 

process. Students came in with little or no knowledge about photography and how to 

manipulate the camera in order to achieve a desired focus, so I had to start from the 

beginning. Depth of field practice coupled with lectures on f-stop, shutter speed and 

ISO helped given them a background on the basics. Out of all of the practice sessions, 

this one produced the best results and was fun for the students. 

 The final reflection questions they were given at the end of the project 

provided me with solid feedback on how the process impacted them. They were 

honest and open when answering, giving their opinion on what could have been 
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changed or what worked well. I received valuable information that I can use to refine 

my teaching strategies in the future. 

Challenges  

 Although I was proud of the work my students did, the project was too 

difficult for their skill level that soon in the semester. I felt that I had to give a crash 

course in technique just to get their skills up to the level needed to complete the 

triptych images. In hindsight, if I could have waited until later in the year when I had 

more time to cover the skills more thoroughly, the end results would have been better. 

To compensate for the lack of skill, I had to perform three practice sessions for each 

of the triptych images and that just made the project too long over all. 

 Students did much better in the practice sessions when compared with the 

final images. By the time we got to the final images where students had the choice to 

check out cameras and choose their own locations, they were bored and not as excited 

about the project as they had been in the beginning. I would shorten the unit and just 

shoot once, with specific guidelines on what to use for a background and lighting. 

Giving them too many options made it difficult for them as beginners. Taking out the 

practice sessions would have shortened the lesson by at least a week, keeping the 

students more engaged with the topic. 

 The interview portion of the project was meaningful, and the students spent 

time carefully crafting their questions. They enjoyed learning how to edit and use the 

recorders, but in the end I did not have enough time to fully realize how to 

incorporate the interviews into the final product. If I were to teach the project again, I 
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would add a multimedia presentation component that plays the audio while the 

images were being shown, similar to what was done with the Skirball project. 

 After showing the work to my colleagues and expressing frustration with the 

finished product, I decided that I would reteach a very condensed version to my 

second year students to see if I would get better results from a class with a foundation 

in photo already established. 

Project 3: No Names: High School Students Explore Social Justice through 

Photography: Take Two 

 At the start of the Spring semester 2018, I had a plan on how to best fit in a 

quick lesson based on what I had previously done with the Photo 1 class. I took out 

the parts that did not work and just shortened the unit over-all to see if that helped 

with student engagement. I began the same way as before, sharing the personal stories 

of individual Dreamers. I followed with one article instead to save time, but used the 

same AVID strategies worksheets I had used with the previous class. I created a 

PowerPoint to share the other students’ work and explained the process we had 

undergone. I explained that I wanted to see what would result from having their class 

go through a shorter version of the project.  

 For consistency in the final images, I set up one background for all students to 

photograph and had them complete only the head and shoulder portraits. We 

reviewed lighting angles and discussed types of light, like the difference between 

LED and tungsten light sources. The objective was to create an anonymous portrait 

using depth of field and lighting angle to express a mood or feeling. I added an 
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additional tool for the class and showed them how to use the Canon 5Ds, a higher 

quality camera resulting in a clearer, cleaner image. 

 Students used each other as models and the process went smoothly. They 

loved working with the 5Ds and with each other. I saw collaboration and cooperation, 

with an increased professionalism being trusted to use the nicer cameras. I noticed 

that they had to experiment more with lighting than the other class to really 

communicate feeling through their images, requiring problem-solving skills. They 

brought in or would wear specific clothing items that would add visual interest to the 

portraits as well, giving them more personality and personalization.  

 At the end of the project, I printed out smaller images on the classroom photo 

printer, using high quality paper that made the images look rich and saturated. All 

images were laid out on the worktables in the classroom for students to review and 

critique. The feedback they gave each other was more detailed and more thoughtful 

than that of the first class, and the difference in skill level was immediately apparent. 

We wrapped up the unit by reflecting on the process, using the same questions as the 

first class so that I could have an accurate comparison from each. However, the 

answers I received were surprising. 

A large number of students disclosed that they themselves are Dreamers and  

shared their fears about the pending decision. Student D wrote “Yes, I felt connected 

to this project because I’m not a legal citizen so this kind of gave me a chance to 

express myself.” Student E wrote that “Yes I do feel connected because some of my 

family members have DACA and with that it has helped them out so much.” Those 

that did not have a direct personal connection still wrote that they felt sorry about the 
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decision and worried for those impacted. Student F explained “I felt connected to this 

project because doing an art project on a subject like this is pretty strong especially 

because the DACA decision can affect many people around the country and most 

likely here in this town or school.” 

In other questions, they were asked specifically about the project and what 

could be added to make it more impactful or help establish a better connection to the 

topic. Over and over many mentioned that they would like to spend more time on the 

project and requested to add personal interviews, to take photo shoots outside of class 

and to use all Dreamers as the models instead of classmates. Student F reported 

“Maybe the ability to shoot outside so we can have our subjects in a place that is for 

everyday life but have them hidden which could tell the person viewing the piece that 

people they see in everyday life are the ones that depend on DACA and that they can 

see how this decision can affect them.” Student G wrote, “What could have been 

added to the process that would make a stronger emotional appeal was if we had the 

option to do the project outside of class. Maybe if I did I could have interviewed my 

cousin and maybe taken her picture.” It seemed that the pieces I took out to save time, 

they wanted included. 
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Figure 33. Project 3, Part 2:  Daily Agenda (Photo 2), 2018. Photo by author. 
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Figure 34. Project 3, Part 2: Students Demonstrating Lighting Angles (Photo 2), 2018. Photos by 

author. 
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Figure 35. Project 3, Part 2: AVID Reading Strategy Worksheets (Photo 2), 2018. 
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Figure 36. Project 3, Part 2: Contact Sheets (Photo 2), 2018. 
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    Figure 37. Project 3, Part 2: Contact Sheets (Photo 2), 2018. 
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Figure 38. Project 3, Part 2: Selection of Final Images (Photo 2), 2018. 
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Figure 39. Project 3, Part 2: Selection of Final Images (Photo 2), 2018. 
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Figure 40. Project 3, Part 2: Selection of Final Images (Photo 2), 2018. 
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Figure 41. Project 3, Part 2: Selection of Final Images (Photo 2), 2018. 
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Figure 42. Project 3, Part 2: Selection of Final Images (Photo 2), 2018. 
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Figure 43. Project 3, Part 2: Selection of Final Images (Photo 2), 2018. 
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Figure 44. Project 3, Part 2: Selection of Final Images (Photo 2), 2018. 
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Figure 45. Project 3, Part 2: Selection of Final Images (Photo 2), 2018. 
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Figure 46. Project 3, Part 2: Selection of Final Images (Photo 2), 2018. 
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Figure 47. Project 3, Part 2: Selection of Final Images (Photo 2), 2018. 
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Figure 48. Project 3, Part 2: Selection of Final Images (Photo 2), 2018. 
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Successes 

 In reflection, the second time I taught the project it went much better and the 

work was higher quality. Re-teaching it to a class that is mostly 11th and 12th grade 

students with previous experience in photography produced stronger work, students 

were more focused with a greater understanding to the topic. Their images and 

writing reflected greater maturity and sensitivity partly due to age, but also because 

there were so many students directly impacted by DACA in the class. Omitting the 

extra practice sessions and the lectures on depth of field saved time, as the students 

had been actively practicing the skills and were meeting the standards. Also because 

the process was shorter, students remained engaged during the entire project. 

Challenges 

 After reading the students’ written reflections, I realized I could have allowed 

more time to include additional activities such as the interviewing process. Taking the 

extra class time to expand the project would have produced benefits that would have 

outweighed the decision to cut it.  
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       Conclusions and Implications 

 Using a teaching model that focuses on issue-based curriculum allows the 

teacher and the students to be transformed through the process of learning and 

creation. It provides flexibility to change the project topics to match the current news 

of the day and the issues that arise as a result. Students are given opportunities to use 

critical thinking to apply technique and research skills and to practice being informed 

global citizens while meeting the current national and state standards. Through the 

social justice-teaching model, students are encouraged to break from the traditional 

methods of learning and through their voices respond to the world using art. Doing 

research and becoming informed about the topic is the first step in creating 

meaningful work that offers depth and a clear examination. Analysis of issues gives 

the work credibility that appropriate techniques can strengthen. The inclusion of 

acquired skills in the chosen art discipline also prepares students to participate in the 

work force or higher education. Students will improve their teamwork skills, learning 

to accept and apply feedback and in making connections between world topics. 

Including the components of research and technique helps in creating a 

transformative experience for the students that can be carried out into the community 

or school-wide. 

 The bigger the forum, the more transformative the process will be for the 

students. Being able to present or share knowledge they have gained as well as their 

personal reflections about the experience creates a lasting learning moment that can 

be applied to future projects in their academic pursuits or career explorations. Seeking 

out venues or opportunities for the students to share is a key recommendation for 
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further exploration. Connecting with artists, professional experts on the topics of 

study or industry professionals helps to deepen the learning and provides real-world 

experiences. Using connections to such individuals could turn up additional ways to 

partner and present the finished product to an audience beyond the school 

community. 

 Another recommendation for future studies would be to keep the topics 

current and to continue to evolve the lessons as the social and political climate 

changes. This would keep a pulse on what concerns students and what discussions 

they are having in this class as well as in their others. Bringing in a linked-learning 

approach would be beneficial because teachers of history or English could provide 

their expert knowledge on world events or strategies that could enhance the 

researching component of the project. Possibly portions of the research could be done 

in other classrooms, allowing for more time to be spent on creating the art or allowing 

that available class time to spend on bringing in guest speakers on the topic of study, 

which was something my students had requested. 

 Since completing my last project on DACA, there still has not been a final 

decision made. Students have been interested in the current developments as a result 

of the project. We have continued to discuss the updates on the topic as well as on 

other issues in the recent days; one being another school shooting in Parkland, Florida 

that killed 17. A recommendation for future topics would be to explore the issue of 

gun violence on school campuses and include guest speakers as part of the curriculum 

design. The completed projects could be displayed in a public venue like a local 
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library or government office and serve as talking points to promote awareness and 

discussions on public policy. 

 Lastly, timing is something I would consider more thoroughly for future 

projects. Selecting a beginning class so early on in the semester was difficult for them 

and for me. Although the first group tried hard to achieve the triptych, it was 

challenging based on their current skill level. Now that we have spent more time on 

compositional elements such as framing and rule of thirds, they would be able to 

create stronger visual images than earlier in the semester. I do see the value in using a 

social justice model with beginning classes to give them the opportunity as early as 

possible to engage with active learning, but more thought and consideration of 

modified expectations is required. The result would have been more meaningful 

images like the second year students. 

As an educator, I will take away the need for flexibility to adapt to the 

changing social issues and continuous reflection when engaging in this pedagogy. I 

will also seek out more networking opportunities for professional contacts that could 

assist in possible collaborations or larger venues to share the final work to reach a 

wider audience. 
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